PROFFESIONAL AIR DUCT CLEANING EQUIPMENT
ROTOBRUSH BRUSHBEAST INTERNATIONAL FEATURES
ROTOBRUSH CONCEPT
Rotobrush is an all-in-one air duct cleaning system
combining brush cleaning and vacuum in one unit.
It allows you to clean air ducts using one machine
only.

4 VACUUM MOTORS
The BrushBeast is the most powerful Rotobrush
system yet. With a 90% increase in vacuum power,
the BrushBeast can remove even the heaviest build
up within air duct systems. Seperately from the
vacuums the unit is equipped with 450 RPM motor
responsibile for brush rotation.

FORWARD THINKING DESIGN
The BrushBeast has been designed for ease-of-use.
The sloped sides allow for the hose to be easily
coiled around the pod to ensure the BrushBeast is
easy to maneuver throughout any premises. Its
sleek design allows for maximum efficiency while
accessing hard to reach spaces.

HOSE AND BRUSH SYSTEM

BrushBeast SPECIFICATIONS

With 450 rpm’s of power, even the heaviest of
debris doesn’t stand a chance against the
BrushBeast. The rotating cable is enclosed within
the hose, so it can be used with every type of air
duct application, including flexible duct work! The
powerful vacuum system quickly collects the debris
which are not released back into the air. This
combination ensures your customers air ducts are
professionally cleaned every time.

Pod weight

26,76kg

Pod w/h

34,29 x 63,5 cm

Carrier weight

18,14kg

Carrier w/h

57,15 x 69,85cm

Pod & carrier w/h with
handle

57,15 x 76,20 cm

TYPICAL APPLICATION

Brush Motor

450 RPM: 110-230V

HEPA Filtration

99,97% down to 0.3
microns

Power requirements

2,9kW main power
1,9kW additional motors

Medical facilities, Office Buildings, Hotels, Petrol
Stations, Gyms, Schools / Universities, City halls,
Private houses and many more. You can easily
clean ventilation ducts measuring from 80x80 to
550x550cm and even larger both rectangular and
round.

BRUSHBEAST PACKAGES STARTING FROM € 7150

www.rotobrush.eu
+48 504 778 714
artur.bargiel@euroair.pl

PROFFESIONAL AIR DUCT CLEANING EQUIPMENT
aiR+ XPi INTERNATIONAL FEATURES
POWERFUL VACUUM SYSTEM
The International aiR+ XP is more powerful than the
original aiR+. With up to 50% more power this
makes it easier to remove even heavy build up seen
in many air duct systems. The aiR+ XP uses two
1/2HP vacuum motors.

HOSE AND BRUSH SYSTEM
The brush system rotates at 450 rpm to loosen the
debris from inside walls of the air ducts. As it is
loosened, the debris is then vacuumed up in the
nozzle located behind the head of the brush.
Because the rotating cable is enclosed within the
hose,it is safe to use in every type of duct
application including flexible duct. work.

HEAVY DUTY BODY
The aiR+ carrier and removable pod are
constructed of thick, high quality polypropylene.
Both are constructed for superior strength with a
textured finish for greater durability.

Pod weight

23,00kg

ADJUSTABLE HANDLE

Pod w/h

34,29 x 58,42 cm

Carrier weight

18,14kg

Carrier w/h

57,15 x 69,85cm

Pod & carrier with
handle

57,15 x 76,20 cm
(without handle)

Brush Motor

450 RPM: 110-230V

DUAL HEPA filters

99,97% down to 0.3
microns

Power requirements

2,9kW main power

This handle allows the Rotobrush to be easily
maneuvered into tight spaces. When the job is
done, the handle collapses down so that the
machine fits into yourvehicle with ease.

LARGE DIAMETER REAR WHEELS
These heavy duty, semi-pneumatic Rotobrush
wheels make rough surfaces, front porch steps and
stairways easy to navigate. The large 12” diameter
tires with solid steel wheels provide strength and
traction on slick surfaces without scuffing up floors.

LOCKABLE CASTERS
Negotiating narrow hallways and rooms filled with
furniture is no problem with these 4” industrial
casters. They allow the Rotobrush to turn 360° on
its center axis. Locks keep the base stationary while
in use or being transported in your vehicle
www.rotobrush.eu
+48 504 778 714
artur.bargiel@euroair.pl

aiR+ XPi SPECIFICATIONS

aiR+ XPi PACKAGES STARTING FROM € 6460

ROTOBRUSH PACKAGE ACCESSORIES
Roto-Vision® Video Inspection System includes eight
adjustable LED lights to reduce reflection off the
ducts; eight-hour rechargeable lithium batteries; a
semi-rigid 20 m cable that slides easily through
ductwork; a waterproof camera; and an industrialstrength carrying case.

Hand held fogger, which atomizes antimicrobial
chemicals to disinfect air ducts.

• 10,7 m x 3,2 cm complete hose assembly
• 10,7 m x 3,8 cm complete hose assembly
• 10,7 m x 5,7 cm complete hose assembly
• 5,2 m hose extensions available in above diameters
• Elastic cable extension for 90 degrees turns
• Various vacuum attachements

• 10 soft brushes (10 - 61 cm)
• 8 stiff brushes (30 - 76 cm)

• Rectangular HEPA filters for BrushBeast
Filtration 99,97% down to 0.3 microns
• Round HEPA filters for aiR+ XPi
Filtration 99,97% down to 0.3 microns

• Reusable pre filter bags
Filtration 98,3% down to 5.0 microns
• Standard filter bags
Filtration 98,3% down to 5.0 microns

Euro Clean-Air sp. z o.o. – european exclusive authorized Rotobrush distributor
If you’re interested with purchase or distribution of Rotobrush don’t hesitate to contact us.
Wita Stwosza 8a st., 02-661 Warsaw, Poland
www.rotobrush.eu www.euroair.pl
+48 504 778 714, artur.bargiel@euroair.pl

ROTOBRUSH KNOW HOW
• Both Rotobrush aiR+ XPi and BrushBeast systems
combine mechanical brush cleaning and vacuum in
one unit. You are able to provide air duct cleaning
services using only one machine.
• Rotobrush aiR+ XP uses two vacuum motors vs.
BrushBeast four vacuum motors.
• Using Rotobrush you can easily clean air ducts
measuring from 80x80 to 550x550cm both
rectangular and round. It’s possible to clean even
larger ductwork when revision openings are made
more frequently (every 5-7 meters).
• You can clean vertical and horizontal ducts.
• Standard work range is 10,7 meters or 16 meters
when using the complete hose extension. This
allows you to clean app. 20-30 meters from one
revision opening.
• Rotobrush POD is not integrated with the
carrier.You can easily take off the POD to get into
places where your space is limited.
(attics, crawl spaces etc.).
• Using the elastic cable extension you can clean
ductwork with 90 degrees corners. With 3,2cm
hose assembly + cable extension you can go
through up to 3 turns.
• Rotobrush is inexpensive to maintain – just
remember to regulary clean hepa filters with air
compressor and the machine will operate with no
problems. The only consumables are pre filter bags
which come in low-cost price.
• Rotobrush is designed to clean dust like
contamination typically found in ventilation
systems of public buildings. It’s not ment for
kitchen ventilation or large industrial systems.
BrushBeast presentation video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rr_CfzgY2h0
aiR+ XP cleaning – video from one of our customers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbZEEJJttsw

